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Geographic Variation in the Calls of Wild Chimpanzees:
A Reassessment
J. C. MITANI*, K. L. HUNLEY, AND M. E. MURDOCH
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Male chimpanzees produce a species-typical call, the pant hoot, to communicate to conspecifics over long-distances. Calls given by males from
the well-known Gombe and Mahale populations typically consist of four
different phases: an introduction, build-up, climax, and let-down. Recent
observations suggest that chimpanzees living in the Kibale National Park,
Uganda, consistently give calls that lack a build-up and are thus qualitatively distinguishable acoustically from those made by other East African conspecifics. We analyzed additional recordings from Mahale and
Kibale to re-examine geographic variation in chimpanzee calls. Results
indicate that males from both sites produce pant hoots containing all
four parts of the call. Calls made by chimpanzees from the two populations, however, differ in quantitative acoustic measures. Specifically, males
at Kibale initiate their calls with significantly longer elements and buildup over briefer periods at slower rates than individuals from Mahale.
Kibale males also deliver acoustically less variable calls than chimpanzees at Mahale. Although climax elements do not differ between populations in any single acoustic feature, discriminant function analysis reveals
that acoustic variables can be used in combination to assign calls to the
correct population at rates higher than that expected by chance. Ecological factors related to differences in habitat acoustics, the sound environment of the local biota, and body size are likely to account for these
observed macrogeographic variations in chimpanzee calls. Am. J.
Primatol. 47:133–151, 1999. © 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Variation is a key feature of the living world [Darwin, 1859], and studies
consistently reveal acoustic variability in the calls produced by nonhuman primates. Early field research provided ample documentation of interspecific and
interindividual differences in vocalizations [e.g., Struhsaker, 1970; Marler &
Hobbett, 1975; Marshall & Marshall, 1976; Waser, 1977], while more recent investigations have established that calls emitted by the same individual in disContract grant sponsor: NSF; Contract grant numbers: SBR-9253590, BNS-9021682; Contract grant
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tinct behavioral contexts differ in subtle acoustic features [e.g., Seyfarth et al.,
1980; Gouzoules et al., 1984; Zuberbuler et al., 1997].
In contrast to the abundant field evidence of species, individual, and withinindividual variation in calls, relatively few data exist on population differences
in primate vocal behavior [Green, 1975; Maeda & Masataka, 1987; Mitani et al.,
1992]. Between-population variation in primate calls is of special interest insofar
as it bears on unresolved evolutionary and behavioral problems. For example,
information on population variation in vocalizations complements traditional morphological and molecular data used to infer phylogenetic relationships among
organisms [e.g., Hodun et al., 1981; Mitani, 1987]. In addition, population variability in vocal behavior provides evidence regarding the mechanisms underlying call development. Since one correlate of the vocal learning process in humans
and animals is the formation of local dialects [e.g., Marler & Tamura, 1964],
dialectal variation can be employed to evaluate the role learning plays in the
acquisition of calls [Kroodsma, 1982].
Chimpanzees are a particularly appropriate species to investigate geographic
variation in vocal behavior. Recent field research suggests that the acoustic structure of pant hoots, the species-typical, long distance calls produced by chimpanzees [Marler & Hobbett, 1975], varies between populations. Our own studies
indicate that the calls made by males from the well-known Gombe and Mahale
populations differ acoustically [Mitani et al., 1992; Mitani & Brandt, 1994]. Clark
Arcadi [1996] has recently extended these results by providing suggestive data
that males from an additional population of chimpanzees living in the Kanyawara
area of the Kibale National Park, Uganda, produce qualitatively different pant
hoots compared with individuals at Gombe and Mahale. Clark Arcadi [1996] interpreted this finding as consistent with the hypothesis that vocal development
in chimpanzees involves learning.
The results and conclusions presented by Clark Arcadi [1996] are of considerable interest yet difficult to evaluate empirically and theoretically. First, his
comparison was based on limited data from Kibale, with a median number of
–
only four calls from seven individuals included in the sample (X = 12 calls per
individual; S.D. = 20). Second, it is not clear whether the geographic differences
reported by Clark Arcadi [1996] are relevant to the question of vocal learning in
chimpanzees. To assess the causes and biological significance of geographic variation in calls, it is important to distinguish between variability that occurs on a
macrogeographic or regional scale and that which takes place microgeographically or locally [see Marler, 1960; Nottebohm, 1969; Krebs & Kroodsma, 1980;
Conner, 1982; Mundinger, 1982]. Macrogeographic or regional variation refers to
differences in vocal behavior between populations that are separated by long
distances, and as a result, do not typically mix. These macrogeographic variations in calls are often due to ecological factors such as differences in habitat
acoustics [Wiley & Richards, 1982], the sound environment of the local biota
[Marler, 1957; Sorjonen, 1986], or anatomical differences between animals [Bowman, 1979]. Microgeographic or local variation, generally referred to as “local”
dialects [Krebs & Kroodsma, 1980; Conner, 1982; Mundinger, 1982], occurs between neighboring populations or populations of potentially interbreeding individuals. In contrast to regional variations, local dialects are not easily attributed
to ecological adaptation to different environments or genetic differences between
populations but are instead a likely by-product of the vocal learning process
[Marler, 1960; Nottebohm, 1969; Kroodsma, 1982; Mundinger, 1982]. The dis-
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tinction between regional and local variation in vocal behavior suggests that a
parsimonious explanation for differences in the calls of extant chimpanzee populations living in widely separated areas of present-day Tanzania and Uganda
need not invoke vocal learning.
In this paper, we re-examine geographic variation in the calls produced
by wild chimpanzees. For our analysis, we utilize a sample of calls from chimpanzees living in two widely separated populations: the Mahale Mountains
National Park, Tanzania, and the Kibale National Park, Uganda. Our comparison is based on the largest sample heretofore assembled, allowing us to
control for individual acoustic differences in calls. Our results confirm that
readily apparent quantitative differences exist between the calls produced by
males from these two isolated populations, though not precisely in the manner previously described by Clark Arcadi [1996]. We interpret these differences in terms of ecological factors that are known to affect patterns of
macrogeographic variation in animal calls.
METHODS
Study Site, Subjects, and Recordings
We conducted field work on two populations of eastern or long-haired chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) in East Africa. We made tape recordings from chimpanzees at the Mahale Mountains National Park, Tanzania (6° S
and 30° E) during three periods between December 1989 and June 1990, June
and August 1992, and March and August 1994. Subjects included members of
the M unit-group or community living at the Kasoje study site in Mahale (Nishida,
1990]. From 1989–1994, M group fluctuated between 80–90 individuals. Tape
recordings from a second population of chimpanzees, the Ngogo community in
the Kibale National Park, Uganda [0° and 30° E, Ghiglieri, 1984], were made
during three additional study periods between June and August 1995, June and
December 1996, and June and August 1997. Current data suggest that over 110
individuals live within the Ngogo community (Watts and Mitani unpublished
data), placing it slightly larger than M group at the times of study. The two
populations lie along the eastern edge of the western rift valley of East Africa
and are separated by approximately 700 km.
Chimpanzee calls vary as a function of the age and sex of signalers [Marler
& Hobbett, 1975]. We controlled for these potential sources of variation by limiting our analyses to adult males, individuals who have reached physical and social maturity by 15 years of age [Goodall, 1986; Nishida et al., 1990]. We employed
calls from 10 males at Mahale and 12 males at Kibale. Table I shows the identities of the study subjects along with sample sizes of recordings used in the following analyses. The majority of calls from both populations were recorded in
feeding, traveling, or resting contexts (Mahale = 88% of all calls; Kibale = 96%);
calls from the two groups were sampled from each of these three contexts with
equal frequency (χ2 = 4.99, 2 df, P > 0.05). All tape recordings were made ad
libitum during hourly behavioral observation sessions or while following chimpanzees opportunistically at other times. Tapes were recorded with a Sony WMD6C recorder and Sennheiser ME80 microphone.
Description of Pant Hoots
Pant hoots can consist of four distinct parts (Fig. 1). Calls may begin with a
brief introductory phase consisting of relatively long, tonal elements that are
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TABLE I. Study Subjects and Sample Sizes of Calls
Mahale
males
BA
BE
FN
JI
LJ
MA
NT
NS
SU
TB

Number of
recordings

Kibale
males

Number of
recordings

24
20
34
14
13
12
26
41
14
12

AY
BF
BT
DO
HO
HR
JR
LO
MO
MW
MZ
PI

39
11
48
23
21
17
17
30
26
35
30
13

emitted at low frequencies and amplitudes. The introduction is characterized by
a sequential alternation of relatively high frequency elements followed by lower
frequency sounds. The introduction grades into the build-up, a series of relatively short elements typically delivered at faster rates than those heard in the
introduction and emitted both on inhalation and exhalation. Build-ups are followed by the climax, the loudest and highest frequency component of the call.
Calls may end with a brief let-down phase, whose elements do not appear to
differ appreciably from those emitted during the build-up. Male subjects at Mahale
use pant hoots selectively to maintain contact with preferred associates and allies over long distances [Mitani & Nishida, 1993], and Kibale chimpanzees at
Ngogo appear to employ these calls in the same fashion over similar distances.

Fig. 1. Audiospectrogram of a representative male chimpanzee pant hoot showing the four distinct phases
of the call. The spectrogram was produced using MacRecorder sound analysis software. Analysis range = 11
kHz, frequency resolution = 43 Hz.
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Acoustic Analyses
We compared calls given by males from Kibale and Mahale by performing
two analyses, one based on a qualitative sorting technique and a second utilizing
quantitative measurements of introduction, build-up, and climax elements. Following the previous analysis of Clark Arcadi [1996], we included only those calls
that showed clear introduction and climax phases judged spectrographically in
the following analyses.
Qualitative sorting. We began by sorting calls into those that contained
build-ups and those that lacked these phases by using a qualitative sorting procedure based on visual inspection of audiospectrograms. This process required
that we define the build-up phase with sufficient precision that an untrained
observer would be able to classify calls. We distinguished build-up phases from
introductory portions by their characteristic alternating pattern of tonal, exhaled
elements followed by broad-band, noisy, inhaled elements (Fig. 1). This last feature of broad-band, noisy, inhaled elements is a particularly salient and distinguishing feature of most build-ups. By using these observations, we defined the
start of the build-up by the single exhaled element that preceded the first distinct, broad-band, noisy inhaled element in the call. Build-ups by this definition
start with exhaled elements. Phase endings were defined by the portion of the
call that immediately preceded the first exhaled element greater than 500 Hz.
Given the considerable heterogeneity in calls, we employed two additional classification rules to handle potentially ambiguous cases. First, we observed that on
some occasions one or more barks interrupted a clear build-up phase. In these
situations, we included barks as part of the build-up. Second, in some calls exhaled elements consistently broke the “500 Hz rule” (see above); by definition,
we excluded these elements from the build-up. All calls were qualitatively sorted
by a naive observer (KLH) who was originally unaware of the derivation of the
individuals and their home populations. Calls of individual males were presented
to the observer and sorted together as a group, with individuals from the two
populations randomized before classification.
Quantitative measurements. In order to assess quantitatively possible differences between the calls produced by males from Kibale and Mahale, we measured several variables from introduction, build-up, and climax elements. In order
to ensure independence of data points, we selected only one introduction, buildup, and climax element from each call for the following analyses.
We examined acoustic features of calls using a digital signal processing program developed for the analysis of animal vocalizations [Beeman, 1996]. Calls
were sampled digitally at 20,000 points/second yielding an effective analysis range
of 0–8 kHz. We measured two acoustic variables from the longest introductory
element from each call. We measured element durations directly from their waveforms and obtained frequency values by performing a 1,024 point FFT at the
midpoint of each element (frequency resolution = 20 Hz). Four additional acoustic variables were measured from the build-up phase and elements contained
within it. First, we ascertained the duration of the build-up phase by subtracting
the time of the start of the climax phase from the starting time of the first buildup element. Second, we computed a rate of delivery of build-up elements by counting the number of exhaled elements in each call and dividing this by the duration
of the build-up phase. For our third and fourth measures, we selected the single
exhaled build-up element from the middle of each phase; for calls with an even
number of elements, we chose the element immediately preceding the middle of
the phase. We then measured the durations of these elements directly from their
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waveforms and their frequencies, derived from 1,024 point FFT’s over the midpoints of each element.
Climax elements contain multiple frequency bands that appear to be harmonically related on conventional sound spectrograms and amplitude spectra
(Figs. 1, 2c). Most frequency measures were made on the lowest band visible on
spectrograms (Figs. 1a, 2c). We measured seven acoustic variables from the single
climax element that reached the highest frequency in each call. We began by
computing minimum and maximum frequencies from spectrograms of each element after conducting a 512 point Fourier transform (frequency resolution = 39
Hz; Fig. 2a). Climax element durations were measured directly from spectrograms
or associated waveforms. From these three acoustic variables, we obtained one additional derived variable, frequency range, by subtracting minimum frequencies from
maximum frequencies (Fig. 2a).
We computed average frequencies using 12 equally spaced values across each
element. These values were calculated by performing 12 successive 1,024 point Fourier transforms over the length of each signal. The first measurement was made at
the start of the signal, with successive measurements made at intervals equal to
approximately 1/12 of the duration of the element. Previous analyses indicated that
use of an interval equal to one twelfth of calls typically yielded spurious frequency
measures of the terminal portions of the longest elements due to low amplitudes at
those points [Mitani & Brandt, 1994; Mitani et al., 1996]. As a result, we moved the
last measurement away from climax element endings by employing an interval marginally longer than one-twelfth of the signal (= 0.087 call duration).
Two additional variables were computed from the two lowest frequency bands
visible from amplitude spectra of calls (Fig. 2b,c). We measured the bandwidth of
the lowest frequency band after conducting a 1,024 point FFT over the midpoint of
each element. We then went 3 dB down either side of the spectral peak and subtracted the lower from higher frequency to calculate bandwidths [Fig. 2b; Dunn,
1961]. As noted above, climax elements show multiple frequency bands that appear
to be harmonically related on audiospectrograms (Fig. 1). To assess variation in these
bands, we employed the 1,024 point FFT’s made for bandwidth calculations and
computed frequencies and associated amplitudes of the first (F1) and second bands
(F2). We used the ratio of the amplitudes of F1 to F2 as an additional acoustic
variable. This last measure gives an indication of the amount of spectral energy in
the lower part of the frequency spectrum. Since amplitudes are expressed in negative decibels (Fig. 2c), lower values of this ratio indicate greater energy in F1
compared to F2.
Statistical Analyses
We used the qualitative sorting technique to tally the number of pant
hoots that contained build-ups and then calculated the mean percentage of
calls containing build-ups for each individual. We compared these mean values between the two populations with a Student’s t-test. To satisfy the as-

Fig. 2. Acoustic variables. a: Climax element of pant hoot. Four acoustic variables measured from the
lowest frequency band of the element are shown. The spectrogram was produced as in Figure 1. b: Amplitude spectrum of climax element. A 1,024 point FFT taken over the midpoint of the call displays the bandwidth of the lowest frequency band in the element. c: Amplitude spectrum of climax element. A 1,024 point
FFT taken over the midpoint of the call shows the amplitudes of the first (F1) and second (F2) frequency
bands in the call. The ratio of F1/F2 is used as an acoustic variable. Amplitude spectra were produced with
Signal sound analysis software. All figures depicted in a–c are derived from the first climax element shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
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sumptions of ANOVA, we used arcsine transformed variables for this analysis
[Sokal & Rohlf, 1995].
We employed uni- and multi-variate parametric statistical tests to examine
differences between quantitative measures made from the two populations. We
used a nested analysis of variance to compare mean values of acoustic variables
measured from the introductory, build-up, and climax phases of each call. Results of the nested ANOVA’s provided estimates of variance components attributable to variation between populations, between individuals within populations,
and between calls within individuals for each variable [Sokal & Rohlf, 1995]. All
tests were conducted on logarithmically transformed variables. To correct for the
increased probability of committing Type I error when making comparisons between populations, we adjusted our criteria of significance downward using a
sequential Bonferroni procedure [Holm, 1979]. For k multiple tests, our adjusted
alpha levels were set at
Pi ≤ a / (1 + k – i),
where a = 0.05 is the overall experimentwise error rate and i is the ith sequential test.
For these adjustments, we treated each phase of the pant hoot as a different
analysis and considered the number of acoustic variables as the number of comparisons or tests. Thus, for the introduction phase with k = 2 acoustic variables,
we made our initial adjustment downward to P < 0.025. Similarly, for the buildup phase with k = 4 variables, we began with a level of significance of P < 0.01,
while for the climax phase with k = 7 variables, our starting alpha level was P <
0.007. For purposes of presentation, we report all comparisons where P < 0.05;
we consider only those that meet the sequential Bonferroni criteria as significant statistically, however.
We conducted discriminant function analyses as a second means to investigate variation in the calls produced by males from the two populations
[Klecka, 1980]. We performed two separate analyses for build-up phases and
climax elements. To generate the discriminant functions, we used only those
acoustic variables that were shown to differentiate calls from the two populations in the nested ANOVA. Here we set the criteria of significance at P <
0.05. We withheld a subsample of calls from the calculation of the discriminant functions and used them to cross-validate the classification results of
the discriminant analyses. Approximately one half of all available calls were
assigned to these subsamples by using a random number generator. Calls from
Kibale outnumbered those from Mahale in our sample, and before conducting
discriminant analysis computations, we adjusted the prior probabilities of
group membership following the algorithm implemented in Systat [Wilkinson
et al., 1992].
Finally, we constructed variability profiles to compare within-individual variation in calls produced by males from the two populations [Sokal & Braumann,
1980]. These profiles were generated by calculating the mean coefficients of variation of males in both populations and then plotting these values for each acoustic
variable. We compared the profiles of the two populations with a Student’s t-test
to investigate whether males from one population produced more variable calls
than individuals from the other population.
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RESULTS
Qualitative Comparison: Presence and Absence of Build-ups
Qualitative inspection of audiospectrograms revealed considerable heterogeneity in the production of build-ups by different individuals irrespective of their
geographic location. Figure 3 displays representative exemplars of calls in which
build-ups are present and absent from males in each of the two populations.
Figure 4 shows the mean percentage of calls containing build-ups delivered by
each male in the Mahale and Kibale study populations; males from the two popu-–
lations did not differ in their tendency– to emit this portion of the call (Mahale: X
= 77%, se = 6, median = 79%; Kibale: X = 66%, se = 8, median = 75%; t = 0.87, df
= 20, P > 0.35).
Comparisons of Introduction and Build-up Phases
Despite the lack of qualitative acoustic differences in the calls of Mahale and
Kibale males, easily discerned quantitative differences appear in the introductory and build-up phases of their calls. Kibale males deliver considerably longer
introductory elements than Mahale males (Fig. 5a; F 1,20 = 22.99, P < 0.001). In
addition, males at Kibale produce longer build-up elements at slower rates than
individuals from Mahale (build-up element durations: F1,20 = 11.70, P < 0.005,
Fig. 5c; build-up rates: F1,20 = 8.26, P < 0.01, Fig. 5b). An additional temporal
measure of the build-up phase, phase duration, also showed a pronounced and
significant difference between the two populations, with Mahale males giving
longer build-ups than Kibale individuals (Fig. 5b; F1,20 = 6.91, P < 0.025). Frequency measures of introductory and build-up elements did not differ between
calls produced by males from the two populations (Fig. 5a,b; nested ANOVA, P >
0.10 for both comparisons). Table II summarizes the preceding results by displaying variance components due to populations, individuals within populations,
and calls within individuals for the acoustic variables measured from the introduction and build-up.

Fig. 3. Audiospectrograms of pant hoots containing and lacking build-up phases. a,c: Complete calls from
Mahale and Kibale with build-ups. b,d: Calls from Mahale and Kibale lacking build-ups. Spectrograms
were produced with Signal sound analysis software. Analysis range = 8 kHz, frequency resolution = 20 Hz.
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Fig. 4. Production of build-up phases by male chimpanzees from two populations. The mean percentage of
calls containing build-ups are shown for each individual from the Mahale and Kibale populations. Open
bars, Mahale males. Hatched bars, Kibale males. Sample sizes for each individual are given in Table I.

We employed a discriminant function analysis of build-up phases as a second
means to investigate quantitative acoustic differences in the calls produced by
males from the two populations. We used the three variables shown to differentiate populations in the nested ANOVA, phase length, rate, and element duration,
to generate the discriminant function. These three variables created a function
that explained a significant amount of the variation between the two populations
(Wilks’s lambda = 0.69, F3,187 = 27.77, P < 0.001). Each of the three variables
showed similarly high canonical loadings, ranging from 0.55 to 0.65, suggesting
that all three contributed equally to the resulting discriminant function. This
function classified 78% of all calls to the correct populations, significantly more
than the 50% expected by chance (χ2 = 55.36, 1 df, P < 0.001; Table IIIa). We
withheld a subsample of approximately one half of all calls to cross-validate the
results of the discriminant analysis. The discriminant function correctly classified 80% of all calls recorded from the two populations. This classification success rate was again significantly more than that expected based on random
assignment (χ2 = 63.98, 1 df, P < 0.001; Table IIIb).
Comparisons of Climax Elements
Nested ANOVA failed to reveal any population differences in climax elements,
though three of the seven measured acoustic variables showed marginally significant differences at P < 0.05 (Table IV). Table V shows variance components
attributable to populations, individuals within populations, and calls within individuals for the acoustic variables measured from climax elements.
Although climax elements produced by males from Mahale and Kibale did
not differ significantly in measures of single acoustic variables, these variables
could be used in combination to yield readily distinguishable calls by population.
A discriminant function employing the three acoustic variables that showed marginally significant differences (Tables IV and V) explained a significant amount
of variation between the two populations (Wilks’s lambda = 0.83, F3,246 = 17.27, P
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Fig. 5. Acoustic differences between introduction and build-up phases of pant hoots produced by males
from Mahale and Kibale. a: Introduction phase. b,c: Build-up phase. Averages of individual means within
each population are displayed with 1 se. Between population comparisons marked with asterisks (*) are
significant at the sequential Bonferroni criterion. See text for further explanation.
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TABLE II. Variance Components Due to Populations, Individuals Within
Populations, and Calls Within Individuals for Six Acoustic Variables Measured
From Pant Hoot Introductions and Build-ups
% variance due to
Acoustic variable

Populations

Individuals

Calls

40*
4

18*
45*

42
51

19*
15*
17*
0

37*
20*
15*
14*

44
65
68
86

Introduction
1. Element duration
2. Element frequency
Build-up
3. Phase duration
4. Rate
5. Element duration
6. Element frequency
*P < sequential Bonferroni alpha level.

< 0.001). Using this function, 72% of all calls were classified correctly according
to population (Table VIa), a significantly higher success rate than the 50% predicted by chance (χ2 = 38.71, 1 df, P < 0.001). An additional sample of 270 calls
withheld from generating the discriminant function provided cross-validation by
assigning 68% of all calls to the correct population (Table VIb; χ2 = 32.38, 1 df, P
< 0.001). An examination of the canonical loadings indicates that the discrimination process relied primarily on the average and maximum frequencies of calls;
these variables showed relatively high loadings at 0.96 and 0.80, respectively.
Variability between Populations
The variability profile based on the coefficients of variation from the 13 acoustic variables illustrates that the calls produced by Mahale chimpanzees are more
variable than those made by Kibale males (Fig. 6, t = 2.27, df = 12, P < 0.05).
This difference is due to the Mahale males producing consistently more variable
introduction and climax phases than Kibale individuals (Fig. 6).
DISCUSSION
The preceding results indicate that the calls produced by male chimpanzees
living in two widely separated geographic populations differ in readily discern-

TABLE III. Classification Results of a Discriminant Function Analysis Using Calls
From Mahale and Kibale Males*
Predicted group
Observed group
a) Mahale
Kibale
Total
b) Mahale
Kibale
Total

Mahale

Kibale

% correct assignments

53
18
71
60
14
74

24
96
120
23
86
109

69%
84%
191
72%
86%
183

*a) Classification results based on the discriminant function (n = 191 calls); b) Cross-validation classification
results based on a sub-sample of calls (n = 183) withheld from generating the discriminant function in a).
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TABLE IV. Acoustic Measurements of Climax Phase Elements†
Acoustic variable

Mahale
708 ±
701 ±
1,643 ±
941 ±
1,334 ±
0.89 ±
118 ±

Duration (msec)
Minimum frequency (Hz)
Maximum frequency (Hz)*
Frequency range (Hz)
Average frequency (Hz)**
F1/F2*
Bandwidth (Hz)

Kibale

40
46
51
51
39
0.05
19

755
635
1,423
787
1,134
0.79
111

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

39
32
43
40
34
0.05
19

†
The average of individiual means from each populations are shown ± 1 se.
*P < 0.05.
**P < 0.025.

ible ways. Males at Kibale begin their calls with significantly longer elements
and build-up over shorter periods at slower rates than individuals from the Mahale
Mountains. Males from the two populations do not give climax elements that
differ significantly in any single acoustic feature. Kibale males, however, show
trends of delivering climax elements with more energy concentrated in the lower
part of the frequency spectrum and at a lower maximum and average frequencies than males from Mahale. These factors combine to yield discriminable differences in the climax elements produced by males from the two populations. In
addition to these differences in mean values, the calls produced by males from
the two populations also differ in their overall variability; Mahale chimpanzees
deliver appreciably more variable calls than Kibale individuals.
We could not corroborate Clark Arcadi’s [1996] earlier claim that the calls
given by males from these populations differ qualitatively. Specifically, Kibale
males do not consistently give calls that lack a build-up as previously hypothesized. Two reasons, one methodological and the other empirical may underlie
these discrepant findings. First, as we noted earlier, Clark Arcadi’s analysis was
based on relatively small samples from Kibale males. One male in particular, SY,
showed a marked tendency to deliver calls without build-ups but contributed a
disproportionate share of calls [Clark Arcadi, 1996, Fig. 2]. Thus, the apparent
lack of pant hoots containing build-ups that Clark Arcadi described for this population may be attributable to sampling error. Second, and more intriguing is the
TABLE V. Variance Components Due to Populations, Individuals Within Populations,
and Calls Within Individuals for Seven Acoustic Variables Measured
From Climax Elements
% variance due to
Acoustic variable
7. Duration
8. Minimum frequency
9. Maximum frequency
10. Frequency range
11. Average frequency
12. F1/F2
13. Bandwidth
*P < sequential Bonferroni alpha level.
**P < 0.05.

Populations

Individuals

Calls

0
0
14**
9
19**
5**
0

28*
16*
35*
33*
33*
8*
19*

72
84
51
58
48
87
81
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TABLE VI. Classification Results of a Discriminant Function Analysis Using Climax
Elements Produced by Mahale and Kibale Males*
Predicted group
Observed group
a) Mahale
Kibale
Total
b) Mahale
Kibale
Total

Mahale

Kibale

% correct assignments

58
35
93
70
40
110

36
121
157
46
114
160

62%
78%
250
60%
74%
270

*a) Classification results based on the discriminant function (n = 250 calls); b) Cross-validation classification
results based on a sub-sample of calls (n = 270) withheld from generating the discriminant function in a).

possibility that the reported differences are real. Clark Arcadi’s [1996] sample
was derived from the Kanyawara chimpanzee community at Kibale [IsabiryeBasuta, 1988; Wrangham, 1996], which occupies a range approximately 10 km
northwest of the Ngogo community recorded by us. We are currently investigating whether the calls given by males living in these two neighboring populations
differ acoustically (Clark Arcadi, Mitani, & Wrangham, unpublished data).
Earlier reports ascribed geographic differences in chimpanzee calls to a hypothesized role of learning in the vocal acquisition process [Mitani et al., 1992;
Mitani & Brandt, 1994; Clark Arcadi, 1996]. While learning is logically implicated when vocal variations exist between neighboring populations living within
dispersal distance, it is less likely to apply to macrogeographic differences between widely separated populations [Marler, 1960; Nottebohm, 1969; Krebs &
Kroodsma, 1980; Mundinger, 1982]. The degree of genetic differentiation between

Fig. 6. Variability profile of 13 acoustic variables from pant hoots produced by males from two populations.
Mean coefficients of variation for ten males from Mahale and 12 males from Kibale are plotted. Numbers of
acoustic variables from each section of the call correspond to those labeled in Tables II and V.
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populations is central to the distinction between local and regional variation in
vocalizations. Recent studies indicate that chimpanzees are highly vagile and
that substantial gene flow over long distances has taken place between populations historically [Morin et al., 1994; Goldberg & Ruvolo, 1997a,b]. Gene flow
appears to be clinally limited by distance, however, with isolation by distance
occurring between populations separated by 600 km or more [Morin et al., 1994;
Goldberg & Ruvolo, 1997a]. The Mahale and Kibale populations are approximately 700 km apart, and the currently available, though limited, data indicate
that they may be genetically isolated [Morin et al., 1994].
The preceding observations suggest that genetically based rather than cultural [sensu McGrew, 1992] differences are likely to underlie any vocal variations that exist between the Mahale and Kibale chimpanzees. If the vocal
differences reported here do not reflect learned dialectal variation, to what can
we attribute them? Here we propose three, nonmutually exclusive hypotheses.
Habitat Acoustics
Two hypotheses relate directly to the function of pant hoots in long-distance
communication. Field observations suggest that males direct pant hoots to conspecifics who may be several hundred meters away, either to recruit and maintain the
company of allies and close associates or possibly to signal status [Mitani & Nishida,
1993; Clark & Wrangham, 1994]. The typical usage of these calls makes them particularly susceptible to degradation due to reverberation and frequency-dependent
attenuation [Wiley & Richards, 1982]. The manner in which reverberation and attenuation affect sound transmission, in turn, varies as a function of habitat. Reverberation is especially severe in forests due to the increased potential for reflection
and scattering of sound waves off of multiple surfaces, and as a result, calls delivered at relatively slow rates are subject to less degradation than those repeated
faster in these habitats [Nottebohm, 1975; Hunter & Krebs, 1979; Richards & Wiley,
1980; Anderson & Conner, 1985; Wiley, 1991]. Attenuation also affects the long-distance transmission of sound, but is less likely to be affected by habitat differences
than degradation [Wiley & Richards, 1982]. Both factors increase monotonically with
sound frequency irrespective of habitat. Attenuation, however, increases more quickly
in forests compared with open areas, an effect that is again due to scattering. This
steeper frequency-dependence of attenuation in forests should typically result in a
lower upper limit of the band of acceptable frequencies in forests compared with
open habitats. These observations lead to the prediction that animals in forests should
produce sounds at lower maximum frequencies than individuals occupying more
open areas [Wiley, 1991].
Taken together, the preceding considerations suggest that animals living in forests should deliver relatively low-frequency sounds at slow repetition rates to reduce
the effects of degradation and attenuation [Wiley & Richards, 1982]. These predictions regarding the effects of habitat acoustics on signal form appear to fit well with
the observed patterns of macrogeographic variations in chimpanzee calls. The habitats occupied by chimpanzees at Mahale and Kibale differ significantly. Although
the Kasoje study site at Mahale is largely forested, the range of the M-group chimpanzees consists of large tracts of woodland, secondary forest, and regenerating farmland [Collins & McGrew, 1988]. In contrast, the Ngogo study site at Kibale comprises
primary rainforest [Ghiglieri, 1984]. Tree enumerations reveal that the Ngogo study
area is more densely forested than the Kasoje site. Butynski [1990] counted 404
trees > 10 cm diameter at breast height (dbh) per ha at Ngogo, while the median
number of trees > 7.5 cm dbh across seven different habitats at Kasoje was only 274
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[Collins & McGrew, 1988]. Given the more forested area occupied by the Ngogo chimpanzees, selection may have favored the delivery of longer elements given at slower
rates to minimize the effects of degradation. Moreover, the three marginally significant geographic differences in the climax phase are consistent with the hypothesis
that local habitat acoustics influence variation in signal form. Ngogo males minimize the degradation and attenuation of their calls by delivering elements with
slightly more energy concentrated in the lower part of the frequency spectrum and
at lower average and maximum frequencies than the Mahale chimpanzees.
Sound Environment
A second hypothesis is also related to the use of pant hoots as long-distance
signals. Long-distance communication is inherently noisy [Wiley, 1983, 1994], a fact
due in part to species-rich environments [Marler, 1957]. Given a noisy channel for
communication, increased stereotypy of signals may facilitate their detection and
recognition over long distances [Marler, 1973; Wiley, 1983, 1994]. The Kibale forest
is well known as a site harboring one of the highest population densities of primates
anywhere in the world [Struhsaker, 1997]. Seven diurnal primate species live sympatrically with chimpanzees at Ngogo, with primate group densities estimated at 12
groups/km2 [Butynski, 1990; Struhsaker, Mitani, & Lwanga, unpublished data]. In
contrast, a slightly less diverse set of five diurnal primate species is found at Mahale
living at considerably lower densities of approximately seven groups/km2 (Rosenberg
& Mitani, unpublished observations). In addition, Ngogo contains a rich and diverse
avifauna [Struhsaker, 1997] and is home to a more speciose fauna than that found
at Mahale [Nishida, 1990]. The high species diversity and density at Ngogo undoubtedly creates a relatively noisy channel for long distance communication and
may have led to the greater degree of stereotypy found in the calls produced by
Ngogo chimpanzees compared with Mahale males. Measurements of ambient noise
levels at both sites will be required to test this hypothesis.
Body Size
Finally, we suggest that anatomical factors might account for some of the observed geographic variations in chimpanzee calls. Callers radiate sound energy most
efficiently at frequencies near their characteristic resonant frequencies. In general,
these resonant frequencies will vary inversely with the linear dimensions of the
resonator [Kinsler & Frey, 1962], leading to the prediction that small animals will
produce higher frequency sounds than large animals. The strong negative relationship between body size and call frequency found in some primate species is consistent with this prediction [Inoue, 1988; Gouzoules & Gouzoules, 1990], as are the
associations between size and call frequencies documented in other taxa, e.g. anurans
and birds [Davies, 1978; Wiley, 1991]. Currently available, though limited, information
suggests that the Mahale chimpanzees
are smaller than those at Kibale [Mahale
–
–
X = 42 kg, sd = 5.4, n = 6; Kibale X = 50 kg, n = 2; Uehara & Nishida, 1987; Kerbis
Peterhans et al., 1993]. The relatively low frequency climax elements produced by
Kibale males may thus be a simple by-product of differences in body size. The absence of population differences in call frequencies emitted during the introduction
and build-up makes this proposal less compelling than explanations provided by the
previous two hypotheses.
Concluding Comments
In summary, ecological factors related to differences in habitat acoustics, the
sound environment of the local biota, and body size are likely to be responsible
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for the observed geographic variations in chimpanzee calls reported here. Determining the relative importance of each of these factors will be difficult since
their predicted effects are not independent. For example, signal degradation and
attenuation create high noise levels and will thus act in concert with species-rich
sound environments to select for signal stereotypy. Moreover, both large body
size and calling in heavily forested habitats favor the production of low frequency
calls. Further studies of how the calls of other species differ under varying ecological situations will be necessary to clarify the causes and biological significance of geographic variation in primate vocal behavior. Greater understanding
of this variability promises to place the interpretation of reported cultural differences in chimpanzee behavior [McGrew, 1992; Wrangham et al., 1994] in a broader
biological context.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Acoustic analyses reveal that male chimpanzees living in two widely separated geographic regions, the Mahale Mountains and Kibale National Parks, produce acoustically distinguishable pant hoots. Pant hoots differ in quantitative
acoustic features rather than qualitatively as previously hypothesized.
2. Males from the Kibale area give longer elements during the introduction
and build-up phases of the call and build-up over shorter periods and at slower
rates than chimpanzees from Mahale. Kibale males also give less variable calls
than chimpanzees at Mahale. Climax elements delivered by males from the two
populations do not differ in any single acoustic measure, but the calls from each
region are readily discernible through discriminant function analysis.
3. Ecological factors related to differences in habitat acoustics, the sound
environment of the local biota, or body size are likely to contribute to the observed macrogeographic variations in chimpanzee calling patterns.
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